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This seminar will explore women’s health and pregnancy outcomes from the perspectives of science, social analysis, and policy. We will read and discuss materials on pregnancy outcomes, and we will examine results of surveys of all women of child-bearing age in central Pennsylvania, of Amish women in Lancaster County, and of African-American and Hispanic women in Lancaster City. Students will be responsible for preparing for, participating in, and leading discussions and will also explore a topic in depth in a research project. This course is supported by funds from the Pennsylvania Department of Health.

Poor pregnancy outcomes are linked to personal behavior, environmental effects, sociological influences, and genetics, among many other factors, and these factors interact with each other. Our intention is to understand different factors affecting pregnancy outcomes, to compare pregnancy outcomes among different groups of women, to comprehend in depth and from multiple perspectives a pressing health crisis and the interactions of factors that affect it, and to assess scientific data.

Sean Flaherty, Department of Economics
The course is composed of modules. A typical module encompasses two classes. Typically, on Tuesdays we will hear a presentation by a faculty member, guest faculty, or guest speaker. These presentations will cover various aspects of pregnancy and pregnancy outcomes, broadly defined. On Thursdays we will discuss the presentation and the readings assigned to accompany it. Unless otherwise noted, readings are in pdf format in the edisk folder for the course or are provided as a Web url. (The course syllabus is on edisk for access to these urls.) Discussions will be based on questions provided in advance. Also on Thursdays, students working in pairs will lead us in data analysis using survey results; some questions for this will also be provided.

In addition, we asked that you read, prior to the beginning of the semester, Having Faith, An ecologist’s journey to motherhood by Sandra Steingraber and Random Family, Love, drugs, trouble, and coming of age in the Bronx by Adrian Nicole LeBlanc. We will begin our semester’s work with a discussion of these two books, so we can set the stage for our next work and so we can make our expectations clear for the quality of your participation in discussions.

course schedule and reading
[Disclaimer: You will find the citations of readings in various formats. We copied the citations provided to us and our participants used various styles, which depended on their background. Using various citation styles in a paper is very, very bad.]

Module 1: What the course is about

January 22/24
Tuesday
Introduction to the course
grant project website
(http://www.womenshealthcoe.psu.edu/)
the focus of the course
our expectations for discussions
Thursday  
Prof. Kirk Miller  
The epidemiology of poor pregnancy outcomes  

**reading:**  
[http://www.bmj.com/cgi/content/full/311/6998/171](http://www.bmj.com/cgi/content/full/311/6998/171)  

Eckholm, Erik. In turnabout, infant deaths climb in the South. New York Times 4/22/07  


Sanghavi, Darshak. Baby Gap. Slate posted 3/16/07  

**Module 2: Setting the stage**  

January 29/31  

Tuesday  
Discussion of Steingraber and LeBlanc  
issues surrounding pregnancy and its outcomes: culture, race, and class and environmental concerns and nutrition  

**questions for discussion**  
1. Compare Steingraber’s pregnancy to that of one of the mothers in Random Family. Is Steingraber a better mother?  
2. What is the most important factor in a positive pregnancy outcome—the mother’s social status, the mother’s personal health (and behavior), or the environmental risks surrounding the mother? Use your understanding of Having Faith and Random Family to make your case.  

for Thursday, a short essay on one question (see below)  

Thursday  
first short essay due on one question (below)  

Steingraber and LeBlanc discussion continued  

**questions for discussion; choose one for your essay topic**  
1. Who or what is to blame for the “random families” in LeBlanc’s account?  
2. Support or refute the following: LeBlanc’s book is not useful for the class because she does not pay detailed enough attention to young women’s pregnancies.  

February 5/7  

Tuesday  
Module 3: research and data analysis  
Prof. Berwood Yost  
Survey Research, Data Analysis, and Health-Related Surveys
Introduction to the surveys

reading:

Miller, K., B. Yost, S. Flaherty, et al. 2007. Health status, health conditions, and health behaviors among Amish women results from the Central Pennsylvania Women’s Health Study (CePAWHS). Women’s Health Issues 17:162-171.

Penn State University. Excerpt from Department of Health Grant Application, Research Design and Methods.

Carol Weisman, et al. 2006. Preconceptional Health: Risks of Adverse Pregnancy Outcomes by Reproductive Life Stage in the Central Pennsylvania Women’s Health Study (CePAWHS). Women’s Health Issues 16:216-224.


Thursday short essay due on one question for discussion

data analysis led by: Alam and Augsberger and Boyer

questions for data analysis
1. What are the demographic characteristics of the three study groups? What are the most important differences between them?
2. What proportion of each sample group is in each reproductive stage and age group? What are the pregnancy histories for each group?

questions for discussion
1. Does the instrument used to collect data for the CePAWHS survey appear to be well-designed?
2. Based on Weisman’s data, what interventions would you propose be put into place to improve pregnancy outcomes among Central Pennsylvania women?

February 12/14

Tuesday

Module 4: Social influences

Prof. Sean Flaherty
Disparities in maternal health and pregnancy outcomes across race, ethnicity, and class

research paper topics due

reading:
James Collins et al., "Very Low Birthweight in African American Infants: The Role of Maternal Exposure to


[National Center for Health Statistics, Health, United States, 2007: With Chartbook on Trends in the Health of Americans]

Thursday short essay due on one question for discussion

data analysis led by: Carney, Carson and Cassidy

questions for discussion

1. Outline the evidence in the readings by Collins et al., Mustillo et al., and Lauderdale supporting claims that 'discrimination' is responsible for some part of the higher incidence of adverse pregnancy outcomes among minorities; then evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of that evidence (i.e., are there some aspects of 'discrimination' not captured by this evidence; might the results apparent from this evidence be explained by something other than 'discrimination'?).

2. What do you think are the principal factors behind racial and ethnic disparities in pregnancy outcomes and what if any public health initiatives might be undertaken to close the gaps?

questions for data analysis

1. Among women surveyed, are there differences in pregnancy outcomes associated with race or ethnicity?

2. If there are differences, do they remain after adjusting for age and income?

February 19/21

 Module 5: Social influences (cont.)

Tuesday

Prof. Alison Kibler
Race, Personal Responsibility and State Intervention

reading:

Susan Bordo, "Are Mothers Persons?" in Unbearable Weight: Feminism, Western Culture and the Body (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993)

Thursday

short essay due on one question for discussion

data analysis led by: Darnell and Diamond

questions for discussion
1. Consider the cases discussed by Bordo, Page, and Roberts. What is the primary motivation for regulating pregnant women’s behavior—saving babies or preventing “bad” mothers from having babies?
2. Should a fetus be protected from a mother who will not or cannot take care of it properly?

questions for data analysis
1. How do African-American women differ from whites in their health status, health care access, physical health, mental health, socioeconomic status, health behaviors, and pregnancy outcomes?
2. How do the three study groups compare on psychological distress and self-esteem?

February 26/28
Tuesday

Module 6: Choices

Profs. Flaherty, Kibler, Miller
Alcohol and tobacco

reading:
Miller
The biology of smoking and drinking during pregnancy
‘No alcohol in pregnancy’ advised. BBC News posted 5/25/07
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/health/6687761.stm


Roan, Shari. Living for two. Los Angeles Times 11/12/07

Flaherty
Who smokes and drinks during pregnancy?


http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm5339a1.htm

G. Leonardson, R. Loudenburg, and J. Struck, "Factors

Kibler
Moral policing: How has the treatment of pregnant women’s behavior changed over time


Thursday short essay due on one question for discussion
data analysis led by: Ewanichak and Felice

questions for discussion
1. Should U. S. public health policy involve more expansive and/or more intrusive programs to reduce 'substance (ab)use' by women of child-bearing age/pregnant women/ all Americans?

questions for data analysis
1. Describe alcohol and tobacco use in women in each reproductive life stage in the three study groups.

March 4/6
Tuesday
Kevin Strauss M.D.
Pediatrician, Clinic for Special Children, Strasburg, PA
Amish health and health care and Amish pregnancy, birth, and child care

reading:


Thursday short essay due on one question for discussion
data analysis led by: Goldberg and Hauff

questions for discussion; choose one for your essay topic
1. TBA

questions for data analysis
1. How common is low birth weight in the three study groups? Are groups the same or do they differ significantly? Are the results different than expected?
Module 8: Environmental effects
Prof. Richard Pepino, Dept. Earth and Environment
Potential effects of air and water quality on pregnancy outcomes (and general public health)

research paper list of sources due

reading:
March of Dimes website, “Medical References: Environmental Risks and Pregnancy”

[http://www.epa.gov/safewater/dwh/t-ioc/nitrates.html](http://www.epa.gov/safewater/dwh/t-ioc/nitrates.html)

Natural Resources Defense Council website, “Hidden Danger Environmental health threats in the Latino community”


KNAW Research Information. Project: Effects of environmental endocrine disruptors on male and female reproduction.

Thursday short essay due on one question for discussion
data analysis led by: Hughes and John

questions for discussion
1. What is the proper balance between personal and collective responsibility for dealing with environmental hazards to a developing fetus?

questions for data analysis
1. Among women surveyed, do groups differ in their exposures to environmental chemicals? Do different levels of exposure relate to differences in pregnancy outcomes?

Spring Break

Module 9: Biological effects
Prof. Clara Moore, Dept. Biology
Pharmaceuticals as potential teratogens

reading:
review before class
Thursday short essay due on one question for discussion

**data analysis led by: Mehalick and Palmisano**

**questions for discussion**

1. In regard to pharmaceutical use, how do 1) the timing of pregnancy, 2) the nature of embryonic development, and 3) the health issues that arise during pregnancy contribute to produce a high-risk situation?
2. Do FDA policies protect or discriminate against pregnant women?
3. Should there be more or fewer restrictions on pregnant women’s access to the prescription drugs discussed?

**questions for data analysis**

1. What are the relationships, in the three groups of women surveyed, between prescription or non-prescription drug use and poor pregnancy outcomes?

April 1/3

**Module 10: Midwifery**

Lillie Rizack ’87 CNM, MSN
Associate Program Director, Midwifery
Philadelphia University

**reading:**


Sections 1, 8, and 9


Thursday short essay due on one question for discussion

data analysis led by: Pavlos and Pierre

questions for discussion
1. Should lay midwives be permitted to practice and attend births in Pennsylvania?
2. Why do you think the positive effects of midwifery are observed?

questions for data analysis
1. Are there differences in pregnancy outcomes related to prenatal care and place of birth in the survey data?

April 8/10

Module 11: The Hispanic paradox
Prof. Sean Flaherty
An epidemiological paradox and the impact of maternal nativity on birth outcomes

research paper précis due

reading:


Thursday short essay due on one question for discussion

data analysis led by: Dressel and Schimberg

questions for discussion
1. Explain the concept of the 'Hispanic paradox' and outline the evidence in the readings supporting the fact of its existence, particularly with respect to the issue of pregnancy outcomes; then discuss and analyze the theoretical explanations that have been offered for its existence.
2. Analyze the evidence as to the impact of maternal nativity on pregnancy outcomes as well as the possible reasons for what the evidence shows.
3. Do the causes of the Hispanic paradox suggest a solution for some poor pregnancy outcomes?

questions for data analysis
1. Does the Hispanic paradox and the factors related to it appear in the survey data?

April 15/17
Tuesday
Module 12: Underserved people
Dr. William Fife
Medical Director,
SouthEast Lancaster Health Services
http://www.selhs.org/
Providing prenatal and obstetrical care to underserved populations, particularly Hispanic women in Lancaster

reading:

Thursday
short essay due on one question for discussion
data analysis led by: Summers and Syed
questions for discussion
1. TBA

questions for data analysis
1. TBA

April 22/24
Tuesday
Module 13: Reproductive rights and fetal personhood
Prof. Alison Kibler
Fetal Rights/Women's Rights

reading:
Supreme Court cases:
Roe v. Wade (1973)
Planned Parenthood v. Casey (1992)
Gonzalez v. Carhart (2007)

Frances Kissling, "Is There Life After Roe?" Conscience (Winter 2004/2005) available on line

responses to Kissling's essay, from the left and the right


Thursday
short essay due on one question for discussion
data analysis led by: Wagner and Wiener

questions for discussion
1. Are Casey and Carhart consistent with Roe v. Wade?

2. To what extent do the abortion debates, including the court cases assigned here, involve conflicting interpretations of gender?

questions for data analysis
1. TBA
April 29/May 1
Module 14: Summary and conclusion
Tuesday
Prof. Flaherty, Kibler, Miller, Yost
Pregnancy outcomes and public policy: What does it all mean?

Thursday
Class does not meet

May 6
Tuesday
Final paper due

course assignments and expectations

Your assignments for class are: to be prepared for and participate in discussions, to write 11 short essays that will help you prepare for discussions, to lead an analysis of data and the discussion of it with a partner, and to write a research paper that explores in depth a topic in pregnancy outcomes.

A typical class week will have a presentation on Tuesday and a discussion on Thursday. Presenters will provide us with readings that will help us prepare for their presentation and for the Thursday discussion. In addition, they will provide us with a short list of questions to help guide our discussion and data analysis, and as topics for your short essays.

• expectations for discussions

Students should come to class willing and able to help conduct a fruitful discussion by having done the appropriate reading and by having individually explored an idea or two that they think may—or ought to—come up in the discussion. Of course, we will only know if you have prepared for the discussion if you actually contribute to it. Your class participation grade, worth 20% of your overall course grade, will be based in large part on the quality of your participation in discussions.

To evaluate your class participation, we will use guidelines from the website of the Princeton University Dept. of History http://www.princeton.edu/history/undergraduate/general_info/grading_practices/ We will provide you with feedback on your participation.
To help prepare for discussions, students will write short essays, each answering a question for that day’s discussion. There will be 11 of these, each corresponding to one of the discussions, each due at the beginning of class on the day of discussion, and each will answer one of the questions posed to help guide and focus our discussion. An essay should be one page, typed, double spaced, and approx. 300 words. We will grade them on a check-plus, check, check-minus, 0 scale. In these essays you do not need an introduction or conclusion; you should get straight to the point. An excellent essay will show an understanding of the assigned readings; make interesting connections, comparisons, or contrasts between readings; and provide original insights into the materials. Essays will not require any additional research. No late papers will be accepted. Your essays are worth 20% of your overall course grade. We will provide you with feedback on your essay promptly.

Data analysis leaders are not responsible for writing a short essay for the day they lead an analysis (see below).

Students will work in groups of 2 or 3 to lead the class in an analysis of data using the results from the surveys of groups of Central Pennsylvania women. Questions relevant to that week’s topics will be provided to help guide these analyses. Analyses will be done using the statistics program SPSS, which is available on the College Software Server. Surveys and survey results are on the course edisk.

The purpose of these analyses is to use data to make evidence-based decisions on questions related to pregnancy outcomes, decisions that may affect policy, treatment, or behavior towards women and their babies. Even more than that, the purpose is to show how to use data to help make decisions. Analysis leaders will be responsible for initiating and advancing our collective understanding of the material. We (especially Professor Yost, the class expert on surveys and survey analysis) will provide guidance on the logic of analysis and on using SPSS, but we leave the project relatively open-ended to make room for your creativity. Groups will be asked to show the class how they arrived at the conclusions they drew. Methods of analysis, and critical thinking using data, are the key elements of this. It is our expectation that the sophistication of these analyses will increase as the semester progresses. Our class meets in a room where we can display computer output so how analyses were done should be easy to show.
Analysis teams may wish to prepare introductory remarks that explore the connection between the readings and the previous presentation and how data might be used to ask and answer questions about them; they may wish to prepare handouts of salient points or questions for further discussion or tables and charts that are useful in informing our discussion of the issues. The form of the student-led analyses is up to the student leaders of them. These should take-up no more than 30 minutes of class time.

Profs. Yost and Miller will host a series of workshops on using SPSS in Lsp-143 (the Life Sciences and Philosophy Building Advanced Statistics Laboratory: just opposite the front door) every other Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 p.m. The first workshop will be on Wednesday January 30; others will be every other week thereafter (Feb. 13, Feb. 27, Mar. 12, Mar. 26, Apr. 9). We will have no particular agenda at these meetings; we will help you get started with your analysis and answer questions. We are also available to help you at other times by appointment.

Analysis leaders are not responsible for writing a short essay for the day they lead an analysis. Analysis leaders are responsible for keeping the class on schedule so all the day’s work is accomplished.

Your performance as an analysis leader will count for 20% of your course grade. We will provide you with feedback on your performance as soon as possible after you have been an analysis leader. If you have prepared materials for your presentation, SPSS files, PowerPoint slides, or handouts, we ask that you turn them in to us after your presentation.

You are each assigned to one leadership team (see above). If you would prefer to be on an analysis leadership team to which you have not been assigned, you may negotiate a mutually agreeable swap. If you do so, please inform us as soon as you have made the arrangement.

- research project

Each student will produce a 4-5,000 word research paper that explores in depth a topic in pregnancy outcomes, broadly defined. The final paper will be due May 6. Each of you will work with one of us; we will help you decide which one of us is most appropriate based on the topic you choose (see below). If you wish, and one of our guests agrees, you may seek help from him or her. There are also alternatives to this project (see below). Intermediate due dates are:

- topic: a one-paragraph description of the topic you wish to explore—due February 12
preliminary list of sources: a list of at least five sources you intend to read in preparation for writing your report, each annotated with a short paragraph describing the important content of the source—due March 11

précis: a 1-page summary of the essential arguments you intend to make in your report, in other words, an outline of how the paper will work—due April 8

final paper—due May 6

You will receive feedback on each part of your report from the one of us who is supervising your work. The final paper will be read by your supervisor and one other of us, and we will confer on its grade. We will, typically, deduct for late or sloppy work.

Alternatively, you may fulfill this part of the requirements of the course with service-learning or with an applied project or paper. The service-learning alternative may be through SouthEast Lancaster Health Services or another of the College partners. The College Ware Institute will be able to help you with this; see their Guide to Service Learning. This alternative will require written work or presentation to connect your service to the context of the course. The other alternative is to write a more applied or advocacy paper; this might involve data analysis and conclusion, possibly growing from your in-class analysis project, or using data to advocate a policy position or change.

• grading

Your final grade will be based on the following percentage distribution:

- participation 20%
- short essays 20%
- data analysis 20%
- research paper 40%